Apparatuses, systems, and processes are discussed for using metadata to take action on an SMS message on a proprietary system. In some embodiments, a wearable electronic device has a wearable device application that can present an SMS notification from an SMS application of a mobile computing device. The wearable device application can provide SMS notification data to a partner application of the mobile computing device. The partner application can perform a reverse look-up in a contacts application of the mobile computing device and construct a first contacts list with potential SMS-message senders. The wearable device application can present one or more SMS-message actions to a user of the wearable electronic device for a user selection thereof. The partner application can communicate with a partner server, which, in turn, can communicate with an SMS provider to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions.
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910. Present an SMS notification of an SMS message with a wearable electronic device application resident in a first memory of a wearable electronic device, wherein the SMS message is from an SMS application resident in a first memory of a mobile computing device.

920. Provide notification data from the SMS notification to a partner application resident in a second memory of the mobile electronic device.

930. Perform a reverse look-up query with the partner application using the notification data in one or more fields of a contacts list of a user of the wearable electronic device.

940. Construct a first list with potential SMS-message senders derived from search results of the reverse look-up query.

950. Present one or more SMS-message actions on a display screen of the wearable electronic device to a user of the wearable electronic device for a user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions.

960. Communicate with a partner server using the wearable electronic device application, optionally via the partner application, in order to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions chosen from the wearable electronic device application without the user needing to open and run the SMS application on the mobile computing device.

970. Communicate with an SMS provider using the partner server in a schema and format required by an API of the SMS provider.
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Present an SMS notification of an SMS message with a wearable electronic device application resident in a first memory of a wearable electronic device, wherein the SMS message is from an SMS application resident in a first memory of a mobile computing device.

Provide notification data from the SMS notification to a search module over a wide area network, via an input circuit, on a partner server.

Perform a reverse look-up query with a partner application resident in a second memory of the mobile electronic device using the notification data in one or more fields of a contacts list of a user of the wearable electronic device.

Construct a first list with potential SMS-message senders derived from search results of the reverse look-up query.

Present one or more SMS-message actions on a display screen of the wearable electronic device to a user of the wearable electronic device for a user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions.

Communicate with the partner server using the wearable electronic device application, optionally via the partner application, in order to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions chosen from the wearable electronic device application without the user needing to open and run the SMS application on the mobile computing device.

Communicate with an SMS provider using the partner server in a schema and format required by an API of the SMS provider.
USING METADATA TO TAKE ACTION ON AN SMS MESSAGE ON A PROPRIETARY SYSTEM
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FIELD

[0002] Embodiments generally relate to using metadata to take action on an SMS message on a proprietary system.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Due to certain limitations imposed by proprietary systems, users of wearable electronic devices might not be able to act on incoming SMS messages on the wearable electronic devices.

SUMMARY

[0004] Apparatuses, systems, and processes are discussed for using metadata to take action on an SMS message on a proprietary system.

[0005] In some embodiments, an apparatus has a wearable device application resident in a first memory of a wearable electronic device. The wearable device application can cooperate with one or more processors to execute instructions to present an SMS notification of an SMS message from an SMS application resident in a first memory of a mobile computing device. The SMS notification can display on a display screen of the wearable electronic device. The wearable device application can cooperate with the one or more processors to execute instructions to present an SMS message to the user from the wearable electronic device, mobile computing device, or the partner server.

DRAWINGS

[0006] In some embodiments, a system has the foregoing apparatus and one or more servers of at least one SMS provider.

[0007] In some embodiments, a method can present an SMS notification of an SMS message with a wearable device application resident in a first memory of a wearable electronic device. The SMS message can be from an SMS application resident in a first memory of a mobile computing device. In some embodiments, the method can provide notification data from the SMS notification to either (i) a partner application resident in a second memory of the mobile computing device or (ii) a search module over a wide area network, via an input circuit, on a partner server. Either the partner application or the search module can perform a reverse look-up query using the notification data in one or more fields of a contacts list of a user of the wearable electronic device. The partner server has an API module that can communicate with the mobile computing device, optionally via the partner application, in order to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions actions from the wearable device application without the user needing to open and run the SMS application on the mobile computing device. The partner server has an API module that can communicate in a schema and format required by an API of an SMS provider.

[0008] The drawings refer to embodiments of the design in which:

[0009] FIG. 1A illustrates a wearable electronic device showing an SMS notification in a wearable device application in accordance with some embodiments.

[0010] FIG. 1B illustrates a wearable electronic device showing message actions in a wearable device application in accordance with some embodiments.

[0011] FIG. 2 illustrates a wearable electronic device in accordance with some embodiments.

[0012] FIG. 3A illustrates communication channels for requests and responses in accordance with some embodiments.

[0013] FIG. 3B illustrates communication channels for requests and responses in the system between instances of the wearable device application and the partner server in accordance with some embodiments.

[0014] FIG. 3C illustrates analysis of an SMS notification by a wearable device application in accordance with some embodiments.

[0015] FIG. 4A illustrates ordering a list of potential SMS-message senders and/or potential additional SMS-message recipients in accordance with some embodiments.

[0016] FIG. 4B illustrates a user selection of one or more potential SMS-message senders and/or one or more potential additional SMS-message recipients for an SMS message in accordance with some embodiments.
DESCRIPTION

In the following description, numerous specific details are set forth, such as examples of specific data signals, named components, connections, number of memory columns in a group of memory columns, etc., in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present design. It will be apparent, however, to one of ordinary skill in the art that the present design can be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, well-known components or methods have not been described in detail but rather in a block diagram in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the present design. Further specific numeric references such as first driver, can be made. However, the specific numeric reference should not be interpreted as a literal sequential order but rather interpreted that the first driver is different than a second driver. Thus, the specific details set forth are merely exemplary. The specific details can be varied from and still be contemplated to be within the spirit and scope of the present design. The term coupled is defined as meaning connected either directly to the component or indirectly to the component through another component.

Abbreviations

API: Application Programming Interface
SMS: Short Message Service
Due to certain limitations imposed by proprietary systems, users of wearable electronic devices might not be able to take action on SMS messages associated with the proprietary systems. Apparatuses, systems, and processes are discussed for using metadata to take action on SMS messages associated with proprietary systems.

[0030] The wearable device application, a partner mobile application, and a server module on the partner server system cooperate to use meta-data from an SMS message in order to be able to generate a reply to the sender’s of the SMS message when having to go through a proprietary system located in between the electronic wearable device and the carrier of the SMS service provider. In an embodiment, the wearable device application is resident on a wearable electronic device, such as a smart watch, the partner mobile application, and the server module on the partner server system on the cloud server, all establish communications with each other and cooperate with each other to enable one or more actions such as a Reply, Delete, etc. to an SMS message from a notification of the SMS message.

[0031] A wearable device application on a wearable electronic device (e.g., smart watch) can receive an SMS notification (FIG. 1A) from an SMS-message application for an SMS message on a mobile computing device (e.g., smart phone). A user of the wearable electronic device can select a user action from within the wearable device application (FIG. 1B) such as a dismiss action or a further action, such as a get-full-message action, a reply action, a reply-to-all action, a forward action, or a delete action. If the user chooses, for example, the dismiss action, the SMS notification can be dismissed. If the user chooses, for example, a further action such as a reply action, the wearable device application can effect the user-chosen further action as provided herein.

[0032] In accordance with a user-chosen further action, the wearable device application can extract a set of notification data including metadata from the SMS notification and send it to a partner application on the mobile computing device (FIG. 3C). The metadata for a potential SMS message sender can be extracted from the SMS notification, as well as metadata for other SMS message recipients if the SMS message is a group SMS message. The wearable device application can detect the potential SMS message sender of an SMS message from the SMS notification because the potential SMS message sender might be the only entity listed in the SMS notification or a header thereof. The wearable device application can detect the potential SMS message sender of a group SMS message from the SMS notification because the potential SMS message sender might be the first-listed entity in the SMS notification or the header thereof. The wearable device application can detect other SMS message recipients of the group SMS message because the other SMS message recipients might be listed in-between or following delimiters (e.g., commas, semicolons, spaces) in the SMS notification or the header thereof. If the potential SMS message sender or one of the other SMS message recipients is a group, the wearable device application can detect the group (e.g., group name) from the SMS notification or the header thereof.

[0033] The partner application can perform a reverse look-up using the metadata across various fields in a contacts application on the mobile computing device (FIGS. 3C and 4A) to create a list of potential SMS message senders, other SMS message recipients, or a combination thereof. The various fields in the contacts application can be any one or more of first name, last name, username, or phone number; however, the various fields in the contacts appli-
cation are not limited to the foregoing. The reverse look-up can be used with a first database of the partner application or the mobile computing device for storing preferred contacts (e.g., contacts that are commonly used). Optionally, the preferred contacts also contains contacts not in the contacts application or on the mobile computing device. Any one or more of the preferred contacts from the first database can top the list of potential SMS message senders, other SMS message recipients, or the combination thereof.

The partner application can send the list of potential SMS message senders, other SMS message recipients, or the combination thereof to the wearable device application for presentation to the user of the wearable electronic device (FIG. 4B). The user of the wearable electronic device can select one or more contacts as intended SMS-message recipients from the list of potential SMS message senders, other SMS message recipients, or the combination thereof. Optionally, the user may further select a phone number for any one or more of the contacts if more than one phone number exists for the one or more contacts.

If the user chooses, for example, a reply action (FIG. 1B), the user can select an SMS response such as a predetermined SMS response or a custom SMS response, optionally followed by entry of the custom SMS response.

The partner application can package contact information for the intended SMS-message recipients with the SMS response in a package and send the package to a partner server (FIG. 4B). The contact information in the package can include names and phone numbers for each of the intended SMS-message recipients. The package can also contain an access token for authentication (FIG. 5A), which access token is provided by the wearable device application or the partner application. The package can be encrypted or unencrypted. If the package is encrypted, the package can be decrypted by the partner server upon receipt.

The partner server can reference the package with the contact information for the intended SMS-message recipients against a second database (on the partner server) of SMS providers and users serviced by the SMS providers (FIG. 4C). The partner server can subsequently determine one or more SMS providers to use for the reply action. The partner server can also utilize a web service to determine if a phone number associated with the contact information is a mobile line or a landline.

Using a third database (on the partner server) of application programming interfaces (APIs) for the SMS providers, the partner server can determine an API format and schema for each of the intended SMS-message recipients’ SMS providers (FIG. 4C). The partner server can send the package with the SMS response to each of the intended SMS-message recipients’ SMS providers in the API format and schema for each of the intended SMS-message recipients’ SMS providers. The package can contain the access token for authentication.

Upon confirmation of receipt (e.g., success or failure) from each of the SMS providers, the partner server can confirm receipt to the mobile computing device, which, in turn, can confirm receipt to the wearable electronic device and the user thereof.

FIG. 1A illustrates a wearable electronic device 100 showing an SMS notification in a wearable device application 110 in accordance with some embodiments. The SMS notification of an SMS message can be from an SMS application resident in a first memory of a mobile computing device (FIG. 2). The SMS notification can have a set of notification data such as, but not limited to, a timestamp, a sender’s name, a phone number, and some body text such as the first few lines of the SMS message up to all the lines of the SMS message. Analysis of the SMS notification for an SMS message provides the notification data including its metadata, which can be incomplete with respect to the data actually present in the SMS message in its full form. As shown, the SMS notification can be displayed on a display screen of the wearable electronic device with the sender’s name, some body text such as the first few lines of the SMS message, and the timestamp.

The wearable device application can present an SMS notification of an SMS message from an SMS application resident in a first memory of a mobile computing device (FIG. 2), wherein the SMS notification is displayed on a display screen of the wearable electronic device.

FIG. 1B illustrates the wearable electronic device 100 showing message actions 102A and 102B in the wearable device application 110 in accordance with some embodiments. As shown, the wearable device application can present one or more SMS-message actions on a display screen for a user selection thereof. For example, a first selectable message action 102A corresponds to a reply action, and a second selectable message action 102B corresponds to a reply-to-all action. The wearable electronic device 100 of FIG. 1B also has a selectable navigation action 102C, which, when selected by the user, can load the user to another interface with one or more further actions (e.g., message actions 102) such as a forward action or a delete action. The reply action in FIG. 1B is shaded to illustrate a user-selected message action.

The wearable device application can present one or more SMS-message actions on a display screen for a user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions.

FIG. 2 illustrates the wearable electronic device 100 in accordance with some embodiments. The wearable electronic device 100 can communicate, via a wireless communication circuit, with the mobile computing device 200 (e.g., smartphone) having an SMS-message application 226 and a partner application 225 resident therein. The wearable electronic device 100 has one or more processors 222 to execute instructions, memories 224 (e.g., a first memory, a second memory, etc.), or ports 229. The wearable device application can reside in a first memory of a wearable electronic device. The wearable electronic device 100 also includes a communication module 228 that can run on the processors 222 for communicating outside of the wearable electronic device 100.

The wearable device application resident in a first memory of a wearable electronic device can cooperate with one or more processors to execute instructions.

FIG. 3A illustrates communication channels for requests and responses in accordance with some embodiments. As shown, the wearable electronic device 100 can be communicatively coupled through a wireless connection 322 with the mobile computing device 200. Thus, the wearable electronic device 100 and the mobile computing device 200 can send and receive signals from each other such as requests and responses through the wireless connection 322. Additionally or alternatively, the wearable electronic device 100 can be communicatively coupled through a wireless connection 323 to a partner server 336. The wearable device application can provide the notification...
data from the SMS notification to a search module of the partner server over connection 323.

The mobile computing device 200 can be communicatively coupled though a number of different connections to a number of different devices and/or systems for sending and receiving signals from each other as requests and responses. In a first example of communicative coupling, the mobile computing device 200 can be communicatively coupled through a wireless or cellular connection 324 with a proprietary server 326 for the mobile computing device 200. The mobile computing device 200 may utilize a proprietary operating system or a proprietary application that passes SMS notifications to the wearable electronic device 100 but not the actual SMS message itself. The proprietary server 326, in turn, can be communicatively coupled through a connection 328 with a number of SMS-message servers 330. The connection 328 can represent more than one connection. For example, the proprietary server 326 can be communicatively coupled to a first SMS-message server 330a through a first connection 328a (not shown), a second SMS-message server 330b (FIG. 4C) through a second connection 328B (not shown), or an nth SMS-message server 330n through a second or nth connection 328n (not shown). Alternatively, in a second example of communicative coupling, the mobile computing device 200 can be communicatively coupled through a connection 332 that bypasses the proprietary server 326. Note, in an embodiment, the wearable electronic device may communicate bi-directionally with directly to the SMS server.

Due to certain limitations imposed by proprietary systems, users of wearable electronic devices such as the wearable electronic device 100 might not be able to act on incoming SMS messages when communicating through some of these communication channels. In a third example of communicative coupling, the mobile computing device 200 can be communicatively coupled through a wireless or cellular connection 334 to a partner server 336 for circumventing the limitations imposed by the proprietary systems. The partner server 336, in turn, can be communicatively coupled through a connection 338 with the number of SMS-message servers 330. Like the connection 328, the connection 338 can represent more than one connection. For example, the partner server 336 can be communicatively coupled to the first SMS-message server 330a through a first connection 338a (not shown) and the second or nth SMS-message server 330n through a second or nth connection 338n (not shown). In some embodiments, as discussed, the wearable electronic device 100 can also be communicatively coupled through a wireless or cellular connection 323 to a partner server 336.

The wearable device application can provide the notification data from the SMS notification to a search module over a wide area network, via an input circuit, on a partner server.

The wearable device application can communicate with the partner server, optionally via the partner application, in order to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions without the user needing to open and run the SMS application on the mobile computing device to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions chosen from the wearable device application.

FIG. 3D illustrates communication channels for requests and responses in the system between instances of the wearable device application 110 and the partner server 336 in accordance with some embodiments. As shown, a number of wearable electronic devices such as 100A, 100B, and 100C can be respectively communicatively coupled to a number of mobile computing devices such as 200A, 200B, and 200C through a number of wireless connections 322A, 322B, and 322C. Thus, each of the wearable electronic devices 100A, 100B, and 100C and their respective mobile computing devices 200A, 200B, and 200C can send and receive signals from each other as requests and responses through the wireless connections 322A, 322B, and 322C. An instance of the wearable device application 110A, 110B, and 110C respectively on each of the wearable electronic devices 100A, 100B, and 100C may communicate with the partner server 336. Like the mobile computing device 200 of FIG. 3A, each of the mobile computing devices 200A, 200B, and 200C, in turn, can be communicatively coupled through a number of different connections to a number of different devices and/or systems for sending and receiving signals from each other as requests and responses. With the foregoing understanding, the mobile computing devices 200A, 200B, and 200C of FIG. 3B are simply illustrated as communicatively coupled to the partner server 336 through respective connections 334A, 334B, and 334C for circumventing the limitations imposed by the proprietary systems. Additionally or alternatively, the wearable electronic devices such as 100A, 100B, and 100C can be communicatively coupled through a wireless connection (e.g., the wireless connection 323 of FIG. 3A) to the partner server 336.

FIG. 3C illustrates analysis of an SMS notification by a wearable device application 110 in accordance with some embodiments. As provided in reference to FIG. 1A, the SMS notification can have a set of notification data such as, but not limited to, a timestamp, a sender’s name, a phone number, and some body text such as the first few lines of the SMS message up to all the lines of the SMS message. The wearable device application can analyze the SMS notification and create a set of notification data derived from the SMS message. Because the notification data can be incomplete with respect to the data for the SMS message in its full form, the wearable device application 110 can retrieve missing or complementary data from a contacts application 325 (via the partner application 225) in a memory on the mobile computing device 200 through the wireless connection 322. The additional or missing data can be contact information such as one or more phone numbers or usernames for the sender and/or one or more additional recipients of the SMS message if a group SMS message.

The wearable device application can provide the notification data from the SMS notification to a partner application resident in a second memory of the mobile computing device.

The wearable device application can analyze the SMS notification and create a set of notification data that is derived from the SMS message.

FIG. 4A illustrates ordering a list of potential SMS-message senders and/or potential additional SMS-message recipients in accordance with some embodiments. As shown, the partner application 225 of the mobile computing device 200 can retrieve missing or complementary data from the contacts application 325 on the mobile computing device 200 upon request by the wearable device application 110. In addition or in an alternative to the contacts application 325, the partner application 225 can
retrieve missing or complementary data from a preferred contacts database 425 having commonly used contacts, which contacts might or might not be in the contacts application 325. Once the user positively identifies a particular SMS-message sender or a particular additional SMS-message recipient (e.g., from a reverse look-up query), then the wearable device application can auto-populate information for the particular SMS-message sender or the particular additional SMS-message recipient in the future for user selection.

[0056] Upon the request by the wearable device application 110 for potential SMS-message senders and/or potential additional SMS-message recipients, the partner application 225 can compare the notification data with contact information for contacts in the contacts application 325 and/or the preferred contacts database 425, for example, in a reverse look-up query. Depending upon correspondence of the notification data to one or more contacts, the partner application 225 can order the one or more contacts in an ordered list for subsequent user selection in the wearable device application (FIG. 4B). The ordered list can be a first list with potential SMS-message senders, a second list of one or more potential additional SMS-message recipients, or a combination of the first list and the second list.

[0057] For example, the partner application 225 can compare notification data such as the sender’s first name; the sender’s last name; the sender’s full name; the sender’s username; the sender’s phone number; the additional recipient’s first name; the additional recipient’s last name; the additional recipient’s full name; the additional recipient’s username; or the additional recipient’s phone number. As shown in FIG. 4A, the partner application 225 can compare notification data such as the sender’s first name, the sender’s last name, and the sender’s phone number against contact information for contacts in the contacts application 325 represented by Contact 1 and Contact 2 through Contact n. While not shown, the preferred contacts database 425 can likewise contain Preferred Contact 1 and Preferred Contact 2 through Preferred Contact n, and the partner application 225 can compare the notification data against contact information for the preferred contacts as well. Continuing with the example shown in FIG. 4A, due to a strong correspondence of the notification data to Preferred Contact 1 from the preferred contacts database 425 followed by Contact 2 from the contacts application 325, the ordered list created by the partner application 225 has Preferred Contact 1 on top of the list followed by Contact 2. Lesser ranked contacts from the contacts application 325 and the preferred contacts database 425 are represented by contacts leading up to Contact n in the ordered list.

[0058] The partner application (or the search module in some embodiments) can perform a reverse look-up query using the notification data in one or more fields of a contacts list of a user of the wearable electronic device. The partner application (or the search module in some embodiments) can construct a first list with potential SMS-message senders derived from search results of the reverse look-up query. The partner application can construct a second list with potential additional SMS-message recipients derived from search results of the reverse look-up query. Optionally, the first list and the second list can be combined.

[0059] The notification data queried in the one or more fields is selected from the group consisting of a sender’s first name; the sender’s last name; the sender’s full name; the sender’s username; the sender’s phone number; an additional recipient’s first name; the additional recipient’s last name; the additional recipient’s full name; the additional recipient’s username; and the additional recipient’s phone number.

[0060] The partner application can store the user selection of the one or more potential SMS-message senders and the user selection of the one or more potential additional SMS-message recipients in a preferred list for the reverse look-up query, so that once the user positively identifies a particular SMS-message sender or a particular additional SMS-message recipient with the reverse look-up query using the notification data, then the wearable device application can auto-populate information for the particular SMS-message sender or the particular additional SMS-message recipient in the future.

[0061] FIG. 4B illustrates a user selection of one or more potential SMS-message senders and/or one or more potential additional SMS-message recipients in accordance with some embodiments. If the user of the wearable electronic device 100 receives the SMS notification of FIG. 1A and selects the message action 102A (e.g., reply) of FIG. 1B, then the wearable device application 110 can request the partner application 225 on the mobile computing device 200 to retrieve missing or complementary data from the contacts application 325 or the preferred contacts database 425 and create the ordered list of FIG. 4A. Continuing with the example, the wearable device application 110 can receive the ordered list of one or more potential SMS-message senders and/or one or more potential additional SMS-message recipients from the partner application and present the ordered list to the user in one or more user interfaces on the wearable electronic device 100. As shown, a first contact selection 102D corresponds to Contact 1 (e.g., Preferred Contact 1 from the ordered list), and a second contact selection 102E corresponds to Contact 2 (e.g., Contact 2 from the ordered list). The second contact selection 102E in FIG. 4B is shaded to illustrate the user selection of the second contact selection 102E for the potential SMS-message sender or the potential additional SMS-message recipient. It should be understood that the wearable device application 110 can successively present the contacts of the ordered list to the user until the user finishes selecting contacts and dismisses the ordered list or until the wearable device application 110 finishes presenting the entire ordered list.

[0062] As shown in FIG. 4B, subsequent to the user’s selection of one or more contacts from the ordered list presented in the one or more interfaces of the wearable device application 110, the user can select a response corresponding to one of the previously selected message actions 102. Continuing with the foregoing example, if the user of the wearable electronic device 100 receives the SMS notification of FIG. 1A and selects the message action 102A (e.g., reply) of FIG. 1B, then the wearable device application 110 can present a number of predetermined SMS-message responses and/or previously created SMS-message responses from which the user can select at least one SMS-message response. The wearable device application 110 can send the user selection of the message action (e.g., the message action 102A corresponding to reply), the user selection of intended SMS-message recipients selected from the one or more potential SMS-message senders and/or one or more potential additional SMS-message recipients (e.g.,
the second contact selection 102E corresponding to Contact 2, and the user selection of the SMS-message response to the partner application 225 on the mobile computing device 200. The partner application 225, in turn, can package the foregoing user selections in a package with an access token that potentially includes additional authorization credentials for authorization to the user’s SMS account and send the package to the partner server 336.

[0063] The wearable device application can communicate with the partner server via the partner application, receive the first list from the partner application, and present a user interface with the first list to the user for a user selection of one or more of the potential SMS-message senders. The wearable device application can store the user’s selection the one or more of the potential SMS-message senders from the first list to assist in retrieving the SMS-message and effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions chosen from the wearable device application.

[0064] The wearable device application can receive the ordered list from the partner application and present the ordered list to the user for a user selection of one or more of the potential SMS-message senders and/or one or more of the potential additional SMS-message recipients.

[0065] The wearable device application can construct a query with terms including the one or more potential SMS message senders, along with other metadata including a time stamp of the SMS message and an access token for the user’s SMS account to the SMS provider to retrieve the SMS-message from an appropriate SMS server. In an embodiment, the wearable device application merely sends the metadata to the partner application on the mobile device and then the partner application on the mobile device constructs the package with the query terms and access token.

[0066] The wearable device application can send the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions, content supplied by the user in response to the SMS message, the user selection of the one or more potential SMS-message senders and/or the one or more of potential additional SMS-message recipients as intended recipients, and an access token for the SMS provider in order to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions without the user of the wearable electronic device needing to open and run the SMS application on the mobile computing device. In an embodiment, the partner application on the mobile device sends the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions, content supplied by the user in response to the SMS message, the user selection of the one or more potential SMS-message senders and/or the one or more of potential additional SMS-message recipients as intended recipients, and an access token for the SMS provider to the backend server.

[0067] As illustrated in FIG. 4B, the partner application can package the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions, the user selection of the one or more potential SMS-message senders and/or the one or more of potential additional SMS-message recipients as intended recipients, the access token, and the content supplied by the user in response to the SMS message in a package and provide the package in to the partner server.

[0068] In another embodiment, the wearable device application is configured to work with the server module on the partner server that is configured to integrate with one or more application programming interfaces of one or more SMS service providers. The server module is configured to receive data from the electronic wearable device and then format and translate the data of the text message into the format and schema of the application programming interface of each SMS service provider.

[0069] FIG. 4C illustrates sending a package with an SMS message in a schema and format required by one or more SMS service providers in accordance with some embodiments. The partner server 336 or a module thereof can reference the package of user selections including the intended SMS-message recipients against an SMS-provider database on the partner server 336 of SMS providers and users serviced by the SMS providers. Once the partner server 336 or the module thereof determines one or more SMS providers to use, the partner server 336 or another module thereof (e.g., an API module) can reference an API database on the partner server 336 of APIs for the one or more SMS providers. The partner server 336 can subsequently determine a schema and format required by an API for each of the intended SMS-message recipients’ SMS providers. The partner server 336 can send the package with the user selection of the SMS-message response to each of the intended SMS-message recipients’ SMS providers in the schema and format required by the API for each of the intended SMS-message recipients’ SMS providers. The package can contain the access token (e.g., an encrypted access token) for authentication. Subsequent to the partner server 336 sending the package with the user selection of the SMS-message response to each of the intended SMS-message recipients at the one or more of the SMS-message servers 330 (e.g., the SMS-message servers 330a, 330b, . . . 330n), the partner server can receive communications from the SMS-message servers 330 regarding successful/failed attempts at sending the package. The successful/failed attempts can be relayed to the wearable device application on the wearable electronic device, optionally via the partner application on the mobile computing device.

[0070] The partner server can reference the package against an SMS-provider database of SMS providers and users serviced by the SMS providers and determine one or more of the SMS providers to use in order to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions.

[0071] The partner server can access a second database of APIs for the SMS providers, put the package into the schema and format required by the API for each of the SMS providers needed in order to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions, and send the package to each of the foregoing SMS providers.

[0072] The partner server can communicate a successful or failed attempt to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions to the wearable device application via the partner application.

[0073] In an embodiment, one or more of the phone carriers have their own web based SMS authentication flow (Auth flow), where the user either i) clicks ‘Accept’ to giving the wearable device application permission to send SMS messages on their behalf or ii) is asked to text message a code to an AT&T owned number (the two scenarios are based on if user is on WiFi or AT&T data network).

[0074] FIG. 5A illustrates access token encryption and decryption in accordance with some embodiments. In an embodiment, the backend server can encrypt an access token for authorization to a user’s SMS account to provide an
encrypted access token for the SMS-message account on an SMS-message server. A first security algorithm can encrypt the access token and store it in the first memory of the backend server. The communication circuit of the backend server can send the encrypted access token to a partner application resident on a mobile device. The access token including other user credentials such as a password and user account name are stored in an encrypted form in the memory of the mobile device.

A first security algorithm can encrypt data in the first memory of the wearable electronic device or the second memory of the mobile computing device.

A first routine can periodically refresh the access token from the SMS provider by periodically supplying the user-provided authentication information stored on the backend server, or on the wearable electronic device or on the mobile computing device in an encrypted form to one or more SMS-message servers. The partner server has an authentication module that can reference SMS-provider authentication processes to obtain access tokens. At least two or more authentication processes are indexed and stored in an authentication database that cooperates with the authentication module on the partner server.

FIG. 5C illustrates authentication and authorization using an example authentication protocol, such as the OAuth 2.0 protocol, in accordance with some embodiments.

In general, the wearable electronic device includes one or more systems and can be coupled to one or more networks. FIGS. 6 and 7 illustrate additional example environments to implement the concepts.

FIG. 6 illustrates remote access and/or communication by a wearable electronic device to other devices on a network in accordance with some embodiments. The network environment 700 has a communications network 220 that connects server computing systems 204A through 204C, and at least one or more client computing systems 202A to 202F. As shown, there may be many server computing systems 204A through 204C and many client computing systems 202A to 202F connected to each other via the network 220, which may be, for example, the Internet. Note, that alternatively the network 220 might be or include one or more of: an optical network, a cellular network, the Internet, a Local Area Network (LAN), Wide Area Network (WAN), satellite link, fiber network, cable network, or a combination of these and/or others. It is to be further appreciated that the use of the terms client computing system and server computing system is for clarity in specifying who generally initiates a communication (the client computing system) and who responds (the server computing system). No hierarchy is implied unless explicitly stated. Both functions may be in a single communicating device, in which case the client-server and server-client relationship may be viewed as peer-to-peer. Thus, if two systems such as the client computing system 202A and the server computing system 204A can both initiate and respond to communications, their communication may be viewed as peer-to-peer. Likewise, communications between the server computing systems 204A and 204B, and the client computing systems 202A and 202C may be viewed as peer-to-peer if each such communicating device is capable of initiation and response to communication. Additionally, server computing systems 204A-204C also have circuitry and software to communicate with each other across the network 220. One or more of the server computing systems 204A to 204C may be associated with a database such as, for example, the databases 206A to 206C. Each server may have one or more instances of a virtual server running on that physical server and multiple virtual instances may be implemented by the design. A firewall may be established between a client computing system 202C and the network 220 to protect data integrity on the client computing system 202C. Each server computing system 204A-204C may have one or more firewalls.

A cloud provider service can install and operate application software in the cloud and users can access the software service from the client devices. Cloud users who
have a site in the cloud may not solely manage the cloud infrastructure and platform where the application runs. Thus, the servers and databases may be shared hardware where the user is given a certain amount of dedicated use of these resources. The user’s cloud-based site is given a virtual amount of dedicated space and bandwidth in the cloud. Cloud applications can be different from other applications in their scalability, which can be achieved by cloning tasks onto multiple virtual machines at run-time to meet changing work demand. Load balancers distribute the work over the set of virtual machines. This process is transparent to the cloud user, who sees only a single access point.

[0085] The cloud-based remote access is coded to utilize a protocol, such as Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), to engage in a request and response cycle with both a mobile device application resident on a client device as well as a web-browser application resident on the client device. The cloud-based remote access for a wearable electronic device, can be accessed by a mobile device, a desktop, a tablet device, and other similar devices, anytime, anywhere. Thus, the cloud-based remote access to a wearable device hosted on a cloud-based provider site is coded to engage in 1) the request and response cycle from all web browser based applications, 2) SMS/twitter based request and response message exchanges, 3) the request and response cycle from a dedicated on-line server, 4) the request and response cycle directly between a native mobile application resident on a client device and the cloud-based remote access to a wearable electronic device, and 5) combinations of these.

[0086] In an embodiment, the server computing system 204A may include a server engine, a page management component or other network user interface component, such as a mobile application or wearable device application managing component, a content management component, and a database management component. The server engine performs basic processing and operating system level tasks. The page management component handles creation and display or routing of web pages or other interface screens associated with receiving and providing digital content and/or digital advertisements. Users may access the server-computing device by means of a URL associated therewith. The content management component handles most of the functions in the embodiments described herein. The database management component includes storage and retrieval tasks with respect to the database, queries to the database, and storage of data.

[0087] An embodiment of a server computing system to display information, such as a web page, etc. is discussed. An application including any program modules, apps, services, processes, and other similar software executable when executed on the server computing system 204A, causes the server computing system 204A to display windows and user interface screens on a portion of a media space, such as a web page. A user from the client computing system 202A may interact with the web page, and then supply input to the query/fields and/or service presented by a user interface of the application. The page may be served by a server computing system 204A on any Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) or Wireless Access Protocol (WAP) enabled client computing system 202A or any equivalent thereof. For example, the client mobile computing system 202A may be a wearable electronic device, smart phone, a touch pad, a laptop, a netbook, etc. The client computing system 202A may host a browser to interact with the server computing system 204A. Each application has a code scripted to perform the functions that the software component is coded to carry out such as presenting fields and icons to take details of desired information. Algorithms, routines, and engines within the server computing system 204A take the information from the presenting fields and icons and put that information into an appropriate storage medium such as a database. A comparison wizard is scripted to refer to a database and make use of such data. The applications may be hosted on the server computing system 204A and served to the browser of the client computing system 202A. The applications then serve pages that allow entry of details and further pages that allow entry of more details.

[0088] FIG. 7 illustrates a computing system that can be part of one or more of the wearable electronic devices in accordance with some embodiments. With reference to FIG. 7, components of the computing system 810 may include, but are not limited to, a processing unit 820 having one or more processing cores, a system memory 830, and a system bus 821 that couples various system components including the system memory to the processing unit 820. The system bus 821 may be any of several types of bus structures including a memory bus or memory controller, a peripheral bus, and a local bus using any of a variety of bus architectures.

[0089] Computing system 810 typically includes a variety of computing machine-readable media. Computing machine-readable media can be any available media that can be accessed by computing system 810 and includes both volatile and nonvolatile media, removable and non-removable media. By way of example, and not limitation, computing machine-readable mediums uses include storage of information, such as computer readable instructions, data structures, other executable software or other data. Computer storage mediums include, but are not limited to, RAM, ROM, EEPROM, flash memory or other memory technology, CD-ROM, digital versatile disks (DVD) or other optical disk storage, magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any other tangible medium which can be used to store the desired information and which can be accessed by computing device 800. Transitory media such as wireless channels are not included in the machine-readable media.

[0090] The system memory 830 includes computer storage media in the form of volatile and/or nonvolatile memory such as read only memory (ROM) 831 and random access memory (RAM) 832. A basic input/output system 833 (BIOS), containing the basic routines that help to transfer information between elements within computing system 810, such as during start-up, is typically stored in ROM 831. RAM 832 typically contains data and/or software that are immediately accessible to and/or presently being operated on by processing unit 820. By way of example, and not limitation, FIG. 7 illustrates that RAM can include a portion of the operating system 834, other executable software 836, and program data 837.

[0091] The computing system 810 may also include other removable/non-removable volatile/nonvolatile computer storage media. By way of example only, FIG. 7 illustrates a solid-state memory 841. Other removable/non-removable, volatile/nonvolatile computer storage media that can be used in the exemplary operating environment include, but are not limited to, USB drives and devices, flash memory cards,
solid state RAM, solid state ROM, and the like. The solid-state memory \text{SSM} is typically connected to the system bus \text{SB1} through a non-removable memory interface such as interface \text{IF1}, and USB drive \text{SD1} is typically connected to the system bus \text{SB2} by a removable memory interface, such as interface \text{IF2}.

[0092] As an example, the computer readable storage medium \text{SSM} stores operating system software for smart watches to cooperate with both Android OS and iOS.

[0093] The drives and their associated computer storage media discussed above and illustrated in FIG. 7, provide storage of computer readable instructions, data structures, other executable software and other data for the computing system \text{CS1}. In FIG. 7, for example, the solid state memory \text{SSM} is illustrated for storing operating system \text{SSS}, other executable software \text{SSA}, and program data \text{SSD}. Note that these components can either be the same as or different from operating system \text{OS}, other executable software \text{OSS}, and program data \text{ODS}. Operating system \text{OS} is typical, other executable software \text{OSS}, and program data \text{ODS} are given different numbers here to illustrate that, at a minimum, they are different copies. In an example, the operating system, Pebble OS, can be a customized Free RTOS kernel that can communicate with Android and iOS apps using Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, cellular or other communication methodology.

[0094] A user may enter commands and information into the computing system \text{CS1} through input devices such as a keyboard, touchscreen, or even push button input component \text{PBC1}, a microphone \text{MIC1}, a pointing device and/or scrolling input component \text{SIC1}, such as a mouse, trackball or touch pad. The microphone \text{MIC1} may cooperate with speech recognition software. These and other input devices are often connected to the processing unit \text{PU1} through a user input interface \text{UID1} that is coupled to the system bus, but may be connected by other interface and bus structures, such as a parallel port, game port or a universal serial bus (USB). A display monitor \text{DM1} or other type of display screen device is also connected to the system bus \text{SB2} via an interface, such as a display and video interface \text{VID1}. In addition to the display monitor, computing devices may also include other peripheral output devices such as speakers \text{SP1}, a vibrator \text{VB1}, and other output device, which may be connected through an output peripheral interface \text{OUI1}.

[0095] The computing system \text{CS1} may operate in a networked environment using logical connections to one or more remote computer/terminal devices, as a remote computing device \text{RCD1}. The remote computing device \text{RCD1} may be a wearable electronic device, a personal computer, a hand-held device, a server, a router, a network PC, a peer device or other common network node, and typically includes many or all of the elements described above relative to the computing system \text{CS1}. The logical connections depicted in FIG. 7 include a local area network (LAN) \text{LAN1}, a wide area network (WAN) \text{WAN1}, but may also include other networks. Such networking environments are commonplace in offices, enterprise-wide computer networks, intranets and the Internet. A browser application as well as other applications may be resident on the computing device and stored in the memory.

[0096] It should be noted that the present design can be carried out on a computing system such as that described with respect to FIG. 7. However, the present design can be carried out on a server, a computing device devoted to message handling, or on a distributed system in which different portions of the present design are carried out on different parts of the distributed computing system.

[0097] Another device that may be coupled to bus \text{SB1} is a power supply such as a battery and Alternating Current adapter circuit. As discussed above, the DC power supply may be a battery, a fuel cell, or similar DC power source that needs to be recharged on a periodic basis. The wireless communication module \text{WM1} may employ a Wireless Application Protocol to establish a wireless communication channel. The wireless communication module \text{WM1} may implement a wireless networking standard such as Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11 standard, IEEE std. 802.11-1999, published by IEEE in 1999.

[0098] Examples of mobile computing devices may be a laptop computer, a cell phone, a personal digital assistant, or other similar device with on board processing power and wireless communications ability that is powered by a Direct Current (DC) power source that supplies DC voltage to the mobile device and that is solely within the mobile computing device and needs to be recharged on a periodic basis, such as a fuel cell or a battery.

[0099] FIGS. 9A and 9B respectively illustrate methods \text{M1} and \text{M2} for taking action on SMS notifications using an incomplete data set regarding a notification from within the wearable device application in accordance with some embodiments. The methods and the steps thereof can be performed out of literal order when logically possible. Data and routines of the methods can be stored on any combination of a microcontroller of the wearable electronic device \text{MD1}, the mobile computing device \text{MD2}, the partner server \text{PS1}, or one or more of the SMS-message servers \text{SM1}. The steps of the methods can be executed on any combination of the wearable electronic device \text{MD1}, the mobile computing device \text{MD2}, the partner server \text{PS1}, or one or more of the message servers \text{SM1} when logically possible.

[0100] FIGS. 8A and 8B respectively illustrate the methods \text{M1} and \text{M2} having a first step \text{S1} of presenting an SMS notification of an SMS message with a wearable device application resident in a first memory of a wearable electronic device. The SMS message can be from an SMS application resident in a first memory of a mobile computing device. FIG. 1A provides an example of presenting an SMS notification of an SMS message with a wearable device application resident in a first memory of a wearable electronic device. FIG. 2 provides an example of an SMS message from an SMS application resident in a first memory of a mobile computing device.

[0101] The method \text{M1} has a second step \text{S2} of providing notification data from the SMS notification to a partner application resident in a second memory of the mobile electronic device. FIG. 3C provides an example of providing notification data from the SMS notification to a partner application resident in a second memory of the mobile electronic device. The method \text{M2} has a second step \text{S2} of providing notification data from the SMS notification to a search module over a wide area network, via an input circuit, on a partner server. FIG. 3A provides an example of providing notification data from the SMS notification to a search module over a wide area network.

[0102] The method \text{M1} has a third step \text{S3} of performing a reverse look-up query with the partner application using the notification data in one or more fields of a contacts list of a user of the wearable electronic device. Likewise, the method \text{M2} has a third step \text{S3} of performing a reverse look-up query with the partner application using the notification data in one or more fields of a contacts list of a user of the wearable electronic device.
look-up query with a partner application resident in a second memory of the mobile electronic device using the notification data in one or more fields of a contacts list of a user of the wearable electronic device. FIG. 4A provides an example of performing a reverse look-up query with the partner application using the notification data in one or more fields of a contacts list of a user of the wearable electronic device.

[0103] The methods 900A and 900B have a fourth step 940 of constructing a first list with potential SMS-message senders derived from search results of the reverse look-up query. FIG. 4A provides an example of constructing a first list with potential SMS-message senders derived from search results of the reverse look-up query.

[0104] The methods 900A and 900B have a fifth step 950 of presenting one or more SMS-message actions on a display screen of the wearable electronic device to a user of the wearable electronic device for a user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions. FIG. 1B provides an example of presenting one or more SMS-message actions on a display screen of the wearable electronic device to a user of the wearable electronic device for a user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions.

[0105] The methods 900A and 900B have a sixth step 960 of communicating with a partner server using the wearable device application, optionally via the partner application, in order to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions. FIG. 3A provides an example of communicating with a partner server using the wearable device application, optionally via the partner application. The one or more SMS-message actions can be chosen from the wearable device application without the user needing to open and run the SMS application on the mobile computing device. FIG. 1B provides an example of the one or more SMS-message actions can be chosen from the wearable device application without the user needing to open and run the SMS application on the mobile computing device.

[0106] The methods 900A and 900B have a seventh step 970 of communicating with an SMS provider using the partner server in a schema and format required by an API of the SMS provider. FIG. 4C provides an example of communicating with an SMS provider using the partner server in a schema and format required by an API of the SMS provider.

[0107] In one embodiment, the software used to facilitate the algorithms discussed herein can be embodied onto a non-transitory machine-readable medium. A machine-readable medium includes any mechanism that stores information in a form readable by a machine (e.g., a computer). For example, a non-transitory machine-readable medium includes read only memory (ROM); random access memory (RAM); magnetic disk storage media; optical storage media; flash memory devices; Digital Versatile Disc (DVD’s), EPROMs, EEPROMs, FLASH memory, magnetic or optical cards, or any type of media suitable for storing electronic instructions.

[0108] Some portions of the detailed descriptions above are presented in terms of algorithms and symbolic representations of operations on data bits within a computer memory. These algorithmic descriptions and representations are the means used by those skilled in the data processing arts to most effectively convey the substance of their work to others skilled in the art. An algorithm is here, and generally, conceived to be a self-consistent sequence of steps leading to a desired result. The steps are those requiring physical manipulations of physical quantities. Usually, though not necessarily, these quantities take the form of electrical or magnetic signals capable of being stored, transferred, combined, compared, and otherwise manipulated. It has proven convenient at times, principally for reasons of common usage, to refer to these signals as bits, values, elements, symbols, characters, terms, numbers, or the like. These algorithms can be written in a number of different software programming languages such as C, C++, or other similar languages. Also, an algorithm can be implemented with lines of code in software, configured logic gates in software, or a combination of both. In an embodiment, the logic consists of electronic circuits that follow the rules of Boolean Logic, software that contain patterns of instructions, or any combination of both.

[0109] It should be borne in mind, however, that all of these and similar terms are to be associated with the appropriate physical quantities and are merely convenient labels applied to these quantities. Unusually stated otherwise as apparent from the above discussions, it is appreciated that throughout the description, discussions utilizing terms such as “processing” or “computing” or “calculating” or “determining” or “displaying” or the like, refer to the action and processes of a computer system, or similar electronic computing device, that manipulates and transforms data represented as physical (electronic) quantities within the computer system’s registers and memories into other data similarly represented as physical quantities within the computer system memories or registers, or other such information storage, transmission or display devices.

[0110] While some specific embodiments of the design have been shown the design is not to be limited to these embodiments. For example, most functions performed by electronic hardware components can be duplicated by software emulation. Thus, a software program written to accomplish those same functions can emulate the functionality of the hardware components in input-output circuitry. The design is to be understood as not limited by the specific embodiments described herein, but only by scope of the appended claims.

1. An apparatus, comprising:
a wearable device application resident in a first memory of a wearable electronic device configured to cooperate with one or more processors to execute instructions to:
a) present a short message service (“SMS”) notification of an SMS message from an SMS application resident in a first memory of a mobile computing device, wherein the SMS notification is displayed on a display screen of the wearable electronic device;
b) store with a first security algorithm an access token for access to an SMS account of a user as an encrypted access token in the first memory of the mobile computing device and user-provided authentication information for the SMS account as encrypted data in the first memory of the mobile computing device, wherein a first routine is configured to periodically refresh the access token for access to the user’s SMS account from an SMS provider by periodically supplying the user-provided authentication information in an encrypted form to one or more SMS-message servers,
wherein a partner server has an authentication module configured to reference SMS-provider authentication processes to obtain access tokens, and wherein at least two or more authentication processes are indexed and stored in an authentication database that cooperates with the authentication module on the partner server;

c) analyze the SMS notification and create and store in the first memory of the wearable electronic device a set of notification data that is derived from the SMS notification;

d) provide the notification data from the SMS notification to either
   i) a partner application resident in a second memory of the mobile computing device or
   ii) a search module over a wide area network, via an input circuit, on the partner server;

   wherein either the partner application or the search module is configured to
   perform a reverse look-up query using the notification data in one or more fields of a contacts list of the user, the fields of the contacts list resident in the mobile computing device or the partner server, respectively and
   construct a first list with potential SMS-message senders derived from search results of the reverse look-up query; and

e) present a first user interface with one or more SMS-message actions on the display screen to the user for a user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions,

   wherein the wearable device application is configured to communicate with the partner server, optionally via the partner application, in order to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions without the user needing to open and run the SMS application on the mobile computing device, to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions chosen from the wearable device application, and wherein the partner server has an API module configured to communicate in a schema and format required by an API of the SMS provider.

2. The apparatus of claim 1,

   wherein the one or more SMS-message actions are selected from the group consisting of a dismiss action, set reminder, mute thread of conversation, mark as spam, a reply action, a reply-to-all action, a forward action, and a delete action.

3. The apparatus of claim 1,

   wherein the notification data queried in the one or more fields is selected from the group consisting of a sender’s first name; the sender’s last name; the sender’s full name; the sender’s username; the sender’s phone number; an additional recipient’s first name; the additional recipient’s last name; the additional recipient’s full name; the additional recipient’s username; and the additional recipient’s phone number.

4. The apparatus of claim 1,

   wherein the wearable device application is configured to communicate, via a wireless communication circuit, with the partner server via the partner application, receive the first list from the partner application,

   present a second user interface with the first list to the user for a user selection of one or more of the potential SMS-message senders, and
   store the user’s selection of the one or more of the potential SMS-message senders from the first list to assist in retrieving the SMS-message and effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions chosen from the wearable device application.

5. The apparatus of claim 4,

   wherein the partner application is configured to construct a query with terms including the one or more potential SMS message senders, along with other metadata including a time stamp of the SMS message and the access token for the user’s SMS account to the SMS provider to retrieve the SMS-message from a first SMS server.

6. The apparatus of claim 4,

   wherein the partner application is configured to store the user selection of the one or more potential SMS-message senders and the user selection of the one or more potential additional SMS-message recipients in a preferred list for the reverse look-up query, so that once the user positively identifies a particular SMS-message sender or a particular additional SMS-message recipient with the reverse look-up query using the notification data, then the wearable device application is configured to auto-populate information for the particular SMS-message sender or the particular additional SMS-message recipient in the future.

7. The apparatus of claim 4,

   wherein the wearable device application is configured to send the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions, content supplied by the user in response to the SMS message, the user selection of the one or more potential SMS-message senders, and the access token for authorization to the user’s SMS account for the SMS provider in order to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions without the user of the wearable electronic device needing to open and run the SMS application on the mobile computing device.

8. The apparatus of claim 4,

   wherein the partner application is configured to package the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions, the user selection of the one or more potential SMS-message senders, the access token for authorization to the user’s SMS account, and content supplied by the user in response to the SMS message in a package and provide the package in an encrypted form to the partner server.

9. (canceled)

10. (canceled)

11. The apparatus of claim 8,

   wherein the wearable electronic device is a smart watch, wherein the mobile computing device is a smart phone, wherein the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions is a reply action or a reply-to-all action, and
   wherein the content supplied by the user is a predetermined SMS message.
12. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the partner server is configured to reference the package against a first database of SMS providers and users serviced by the SMS providers and determine one or more of the SMS providers to use in order to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions.

13. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the partner server is configured to access a second database of APIs for the SMS providers, put the package into the schema and format required by the API for each of the SMS providers needed in order to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions, and send the package to each of the foregoing SMS providers.

14. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the partner server is configured to communicate a successful or failed attempt to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions to the wearable device application via the partner application.

15. A method, comprising:
a) presenting a short message service ("SMS") notification of an SMS message with a wearable device application resident in a first memory of a wearable electronic device, wherein the SMS message is from an SMS application resident in a first memory of a mobile computing device;
b) storing with a first security algorithm an access token for access to an SMS account of a user as an encrypted access token in the first memory of the mobile computing device and user-provided authentication information for the SMS account as encrypted data in the first memory of the mobile computing device, wherein a first routine is configured to periodically refresh the access token for access to the user’s SMS account from an SMS provider by periodically supplying the user-provided authentication information in an encrypted form to one or more SMS-message servers, wherein a partner server has an authentication module configured to reference SMS-provider authentication processes to obtain access tokens, and wherein at least two or more authentication processes are indexed and stored in an authentication database that cooperates with the authentication module on the partner server;
c) providing notification data from the SMS notification to either
   i) a partner application resident in a second memory of the mobile computing device or
   ii) a search module over a wide area network, via an input circuit, on the partner server, wherein the partner server has an API module configured to communicate in a schema and format required by an API of the SMS provider, wherein either the partner application or the search module is configured to perform a reverse look-up query using the notification data in one or more fields of a contacts list of a user of the mobile electronic device or the partner server, respectively, and construct a first list with potential SMS-message senders derived from search results of the reverse look-up query;
d) presenting one or more SMS-message actions on a display screen of the wearable electronic device to a user of the wearable electronic device for a user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions;
e) referencing a package provided by the partner application against a first database on the partner server of SMS providers and users serviced by the SMS providers, wherein the package includes the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions, a user selection of one or more potential SMS-message senders, an access token for the SMS provider, and any additional user-selected content or user-created content in association with the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions;
f) determining one or more of the SMS providers to use in order to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions;
g) accessing a second database of APIs for the SMS providers on the partner server;
h) putting the package into the schema and format required by the API for each of the SMS providers needed in order to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions; and
i) sending the package to each of the foregoing SMS providers, wherein the wearable device application is configured to communicate with the partner server, optionally via the partner application, in order to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions without the user needing to open and run the SMS application on the mobile computing device to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions chosen from the wearable device application.

16. The method of claim 15, further comprising receiving the first list by the wearable device application; and presenting the first list to the user of the wearable electronic device for the user selection of the one or more of the potential SMS-message senders.

17. The method of claim 16, further comprising sending the package including the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions, the user selection of the one or more potential SMS-message senders, the access token for the SMS provider, and any additional user-selected content or user-created content to the partner server.

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising packaging the package with the partner application; and then providing the package to the partner server.

19. (canceled)

20. A system, comprising:
one or more servers of at least one short message service ("SMS") provider; and
one or more wearable device application resident in a first memory of a wearable electronic device configured to cooperate with one or more processors to execute instructions to
a) present an SMS notification of an SMS message from an SMS application resident in a first memory of a mobile computing device, wherein the SMS notification is displayed on a display screen of the wearable electronic device;
b) store with a first security algorithm an access token for access to an SMS account of a user as an encrypted access token in the first memory of the mobile computing device and user-provided authentication information for the SMS account as encrypted data in the first memory of the mobile computing device, wherein a first routine is configured to periodically refresh the access token for access to the user’s SMS account from an SMS provider by periodically supplying the user-provided authentication information in an encrypted form to one or more SMS-message servers, wherein a partner server has an authentication module configured to reference SMS-provider authentication processes to obtain access tokens, and wherein at least two or more authentication processes are indexed and stored in an authentication database that cooperates with the authentication module on the partner server;
c) analyze the SMS notification and create a set of notification data that is derived from the SMS notification;
d) provide the notification data from the SMS notification to either

i) a partner application resident in a second memory of the mobile computing device or

ii) a search module over a wide area network, via an input circuit, on the partner server, wherein either the partner application or the search module is configured to perform a reverse look-up query using the notification data in one or more fields of a contacts list of the user, the fields of the contacts list of the mobile electronic device or the partner server, respectively, and construct a first list with potential SMS-message senders derived from search results of the reverse look-up query; and

e) present one or more SMS-message actions on the display screen to the user for a user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions, wherein the wearable device application is configured to communicate with the partner server, optionally via the partner application, in order to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions without the user needing to open and run the SMS application on the mobile computing device to effect the user selection of the one or more SMS-message actions chosen from the wearable device application, and wherein the partner server has an API module configured to communicate in a schema and format required by an API of the SMS provider.

* * * * *